ARTISTS TO PERFORM FOR MAY DANCE

The Artists have signed to perform for the 1969 Coastal Carolina May Dance, spotlighting their past hit, "I'm Gonna Miss You," plus a number of songs that made the Billboard 100. Their present album, "The Artists Greatest Hits, Live!" tops off hits from their past eight albums. The group has a three piece back-up that accompany them at their performances. The Artists will also be backed by the Illusions from North Carolina, who will be on hand to provide music during break-time for the stars. This group, though relatively new, have already cut two discs.

The site of this year's May Dance will be the Myrtle Beach Convention Center. The dance will be held from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. on May 9. The May Queen will be voted on in assembly on May 8, and she will be crowned the night of the dance. This dance, as past May Dances, will be formal.

Circle K Holds Blood Drive

Circle K plans for this semester includes helping the county blood drive, attending the convention in Charleston, finishing construction of their clubhouse, and continuing the Ronnie Hinson Memorial Scholarship Drive. The Blood Drive, which is during the last two weeks of March, is for the purpose of trying to save the blood bank for Conway and Horry County. Circle K will be asking for blood donations from freshmen.

Circle K plans to finish its clubhouse before summer. This includes building a boat ramp for sailing parties and installing modern indoor facilities. Continuing the Ronnie Hinson memorial Scholarship Drive with hopes of collecting the 5,000 goal is also a plan of Circle K this semester.

Coastal Carolina Slates New Gymnasium Project

There is an urgent need for gymnastics and physical education facilities at Coastal Carolina. The college has to raise physical education courses as it is a disadvantage for students not to have them. Coastal has many sports facilities available. For example, a golf course, baseball field, and track surround the campus. However, the problem is showers and dressing rooms. With such a need for a gym, proposed plans are being made to construct a Coastal Carolina Coliseum type building. The gym would have a 2,500 seating capacity and would be the largest in Horry County. It would also house classrooms for lecture classes in physical and health education. It will have provisions for fine arts. Rooms for drama and glee club are desperately needed. Also, there will be rooms for student organizations such as the Yearbook staff and the newspaper.

To gain support for their project from Horry and Georgetown citizens, Coastal students are planning "positive" and constructive student demonstration in Conway, S. C. It is scheduled for Friday, April 25.
Sara was organ in the invasion of Europe. Courses will have been placed tomorrow. Let someone sign you up when he gets to those whose relatives were of Afro-Scandinavian decent for ever.

The eminent zoologist as real by Barry Myers

If only the noble sheep were aware of the ignorance in his skin, his bleeft would be much more plentiful. To be a part of this story is now the college diploma would no doubt be unsettling to this poor creature. Indeed, it is a shameful fact that a part of the process, for he is one of the few not actually responsibilities in the inable situation. Those that take advantage of the sheep are ex-actly those who have mutated and almost destroyed what the sheep stands for. It is these individuals who have made a mockery and force an out of the system of higher education.

The attack on the validity of college education has defi nitely not been one-sided. Quite the contrary, education has been punished from the office, the lecture podium, and the student’s desk. Although there are many who would like to believe otherwise, every single group can be blamed for the educational erosion. There is a mutual responsibility for the re-building.

How easy it is for the students to loudly proclaim that the teachers are not interested in them and are only concerned with a cold lecture process that amounts to little more than pure programming. To a certain extent this is done. There is a general tendency to spoonfeed college students entire courses, as if there were not foul enough, the meals consist mainly of pamab. After three hours of listening and note-taking, the student is required to regurgitate what material a teacher has spent one hour in order to receive his grade. There is no real learning process or test of knowledge, it is all an exercise in memory. Upon close examination, this process does not seem to be the logical way. Why then has it come about? Because the students have shown themselves worthy of capable digestion of pamab. Teachers are faced with blank stares and closed minds in each class because there is nowhere else to go and they need the hours. No one thinks of knowledge, everyone thinks of hours.

When teachers and students of these two groups are placed in the same classroom, it becomes a mill that graduates people with one-hundred twenty hours but very little knowledge. Only the students are up to learning and are willing to pursue knowledge with an effort of their own, and teachers give them the chance to do so instead of sending them in circles of memorization, can the educational system be restored to its former status of respectability.

For if a comprehensive high school is to be successful, it must be a graduate class of at least 100 students with the financial support that accompanies a school of such size.

The point that I am trying to make is that we should make vocational education and training available to all of the high school students in this state. This training may only be available in a comprehensive high school of at least 100 graduates each year. Students should be able to offer one program of study, invariably this program of study will be of a college preparation type. This is true in urban and rural areas alike and is dictated by strong financial support.

A strong vocational education program in our high schools will release some economic pressure put on higher education. Some of our high schools maintain wonderful programs in vocational education and diversified occupations with the aid of a federal law. With more financial support in this direction, an even more important job can be accomplished.

In the junior and senior years these students, in vocational education, should be taught the every day spent in the academic area and the remaining half spent learning a trade in the classroom or on the job, should graduate equipped with a marketable skill. I repeat, having a marketable skill must be done in a comprehensive high school with a strong financial support.

I further feel that at the conclusion of the high school program, the comprehensive must end and that “specialization” must begin. In the old days a scholar knew quite a bit about everything. He knew how to read and write. There is so much to comprehend today that it is humanly impossible to know even a little bit about everything. He must specialize and learn a lot about one thing if he can and thereby be useful to the society in which he lives. I am not advocating that we “tag” and assemble all high school graduates and usher them into a designated track that has no alternate course.

But, I feel that somehow an age for decision must be reached. Our high school guidance counselors begin working on this at the ninth grade level. I certainly believe that by the end of the high school years, generally speaking, an individual must have spent his decision in regard to a life’s vocation, for by this time he has almost reached the point of return. Having been adequately “trained” then, the individual is ready to pursue further development in his speciality (whether it be through work or further education) accompanied by the inalienable right to alter his decision if he pleases.

(Continued on Page 6)
Chanticleer Sports

The Carolina League — made up of USC campuses at Aiken, Beaufort, Conway, Florence, Lancaster, Salkehatchie, Spartanburg, and Union — combined basketball, skeet, golf, and social events last week in Conway and Myrtle Beach.

The "blitz" resulted in Beaufort winning the Carolina League basketball tournament; Coastal Carolina scoring decisions in skeet and golf; and Katherine Lee Collins being named Miss Regional Campus Basketball Queen.

Beaufort stopped the defending Lancers from Lancaster in the finals of the basketball tournament, 64-57 in a game that wasn't decided until the last 60 seconds of play. Lancaster got its first big blow early in the half when its star, Jerry Flack, had to leave the game with an injured ankle. The Lancer's captain and top performer was unable to return to the contest.

Coastal Carolina, unable to stop Spartanburg on two occasions of play in the first round to stop the upper state team 70-68, Dennis Stalvey of Myrtle Beach was the big gun for the Coastal Cagers with 24 points but he got a lot of help from Randy Beverly of Conway who had 16, Dale Johnson of Aynor with 14, and Jack Anderson of Myrtle Beach with 10.

Spartanburg's Elbert Jones got 22 for runner-up honors while Mike West had 14 and David Cooper 11.

John Taylor, who was named to the Carolina League All-Star team, got 14 for Beaufort in the championship affair. John Larson and Bobby Otto each had 13 against Lancaster and Burt Eddings got 11.

Tommy Ward and Frankie Drennan each scored 17 points for Lancaster in the final round. Tony Starnes was the only other Lancaster to get in the double figures with 10.

Coastal, making its bid for the championship, couldn't solve the tough Lancaster defense in the second round and fell 47-53. Stalvey, the big gun in the Spartanburg victory, was forced to try his outside shots far beyond his usual range and wound up with only seven points. Henry Hucks of Myrtle Beach, however, took up some of the slack with 13 points with Randy Beverly getting 10 and Wayne Willoughby nine.

Dreman, who pumped in four straight baskets from the floor in the first half, wound up with 18 against Coastal. Tommy Ward had 16-eight in each half, and Flack got 12, ten of them in the final stanza. Lancaster, which drew a bye in the semi-finals, took the 71-67. Taylor again paced the Chanticleer attack with 16, while Mike Gregory 13.
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Beaufort Edges Coastal 78 – 77

The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers fought a grueling battle to be edged out by Beaufort Regional Campus by a score of 78-77, after a nip and tuck game which spotlighted four Chants in double figures.

Leading scorers for the Coastal quintet were Dale Johnson of Ayonr with 20 points; Henry Hucks of Myrtle Beach, 19; Randy Beverly of Conway, 18; and Wayne Willoughby of Georgetown with 15.

The first half saw Coastal Co-Captain Dale Johnson shoot with remarkable accuracy. As he shot 8 for 9 ranging up 17 points for the Chants.

With five seconds left in the final half, Beaufort guard John Larson scored to push the team over for a hard fought 78-77 victory over the Chants.

Johnson Nets 21 Points

Co-captain Dale Johnson of Ayonr connected for 21 points Saturday night to lead the Coastal Carolina Cagers over Beaufort County TEC 85-78. Beaufort TEC grabbed an early lead in the opening minutes of play but the Chanticleers bounced right back with some fine outside shooting of Floyds. The victory leaves Coastal with a 5-0 over-all slate and a 4-0 record in the Carolina League.

Wayne Barr led the TEC offensive attack with 12 markers and was followed by Dwight Edwards with 16. TEC, for its part, was paced by star guard, and Steve Lee of Conway. Holding down the base position are Eddie Hunter on first, Dale Johnson and Pete Shelley on second, and Wayne Stalvey on third, Henry Hucks is holding the mit as catcher, with Ray Bullard-left field, Joe Sam Smith-right field, William McCarty-second base, Roger, Dan Kingsbury, Wayne Hooks, and Marion Benton occupying outfield positions with Tom Davis at centerfield.

Chants Nipped by Seahawks

The Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina were nipped 6-4 by the Seahawks of Myrtle Beach in their first baseball game of the season, Sunday, March 20. Starting the pitching year off for the Chants was Dennis Stalvey of Myrtle Beach and Pat Taylor for the Seahawk bench. Slamming hit for the teams were evenly matched but Coastal ran difficulty, walking five in the third inning. Sending the ball bounding, the Chants got ten hits with only two strikes-out and left 12 men on base. The Chanticleer bench showed improved strength over last year’s team with fine defensive playing ability. As the season progresses and Coastal’s pitching strength takes shape, the team should rack up a number of victories for their side of the dougout.

With only two returning players, Bucky Greene at shortstop and Pete Shelley at second base, the team offers evidence of some great new talent for the diamond. Hurling the ball for the Chants bench are Dennis Stalvey, James Graham and Randy Banks, all from Myrtle Beach, and Steve Lee of Conway.

Beaufort wins Wacky Golf Tournament

"Make it a hole-in-one, Janice. Hit it to the left and hard, Janice!!" Not that hard! She didn't quite make that one, but Coastal Carolina nevertheless won the wacky golf tournament.

Around the world golf course was the scene of the cheery leader wacky golf tournament Saturday, March 15. Each of the regional campuses was supposed to compete for a trophy; however, only Florence, Southern and Coastal competed. The total scores were as follows: Florence, 158; Spartanburg, 160; and Coastal, 149. Competing for Coastal were Ami Horn, Pam Holcomb, Deborah Vas Win, Janice Robins, and Connie Rickenbaker.
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PEPSI-COLA
"Under Milkwood" Presented At Coastal

"Under Milkwood" was a 1953 novel by Dylan Thomas, published posthumously. It was adapted into a play by the author and performed at Coastal Carolina University. The production was part of the university's Drama Department and was directed by Robert Elvington, who was serving as the chairman of the local college. Mrs. Caleb Hyatt of Murrells Inlet was serving as chairman of the Athenaeum Society of the year 1968-69. From the Field and Herald, there was no admission as the Athenaeum Society presented this event for its membership as well as the student body of the local college.

I must stop to relight my pipe so I leave you with the hope that you all worshiped Easter in the house of your choice. After all, a token appearance will allow you to be seen by your neighbors and then be free to raise Hell until Christmas. I pray for good times for all you Twice-a-year religious people and please, remember to cough as you place your donations in the collection plate.

By Robert Elvington

This is a new column added by the Chanticleer to express the thoughts of Coastal students on different subjects. This week the subject is SEX.

By Robert Elvington
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